Our Speaker
Luis A. Bustamante is an independent John Maxwell Certified Member that offer
seminars, workshops, Keynote speaking and consulting aiding your personal and
professional growth through study and practical application of John’s proven leadership
method.
Luis has +11 years of military leadership experience and had mentored and developed
hundreds of military personnel from diverse backgrounds and worked with dozens of
organizations to upgrade their processes, improve production, and create a comfortable
work environment based on exceptional leadership. Luis is a certified Resiliency trainer,
a Human Resources Manager and Author. The John Maxwell Team helped him to
develop the necessary skills to works towards his passion of adding value to people. His
most important values are personal accountability and selfless service, and the biggest
reward is to see a person become aware of their highest potential.

TEAM building speaker intents

We want managers to see their employees respond with new enthusiasm, how? This
experience will help participants understand how personal growth really works, and how
you can develop yourself to become a more effective and fulfilled individual and reflect
this attitude into your TEAM. We will learn how to build up a sense of purpose and
become more successful in every area of your life, realizing there is no real success
without Growth.
We will everyone understand that communication is more than words, is about
connection. Together we will learn how to find Common Ground, keeping your
communication simple, capturing people’s interest, inspiring others to share the vision
and stay authentic in all relationships. The ability to connect with others is a major
determining factor in reaching full potential and building better TEAMS.
Learn how to adapt to new challenges: Life is moving Faster, why not you? Learn how
to lead the new generation, Leaders will learn how to adapt to the constant changing
environment and learn the difference between managers and Leaders.

